Abstract-Transferring skills to robots by demonstrations has been extensively researched for decades. However, the majority of the work focuses on individual or low-level task learning. Theories and applications for learning complex sequential tasks are not well-investigated. For this reason, this paper presents a unified top-down framework for complex tasks learning. Specifically, we conclude two critical objectives. First, a segmentation algorithm which can segment unstructured demonstrations into movement primitives (MPs) with minimal prior knowledge requirements needs to be proposed. Second, choosing a representation model used to jointly extract tasks constraints from the discovered MPs. To achieve the first goal, a change-point detection algorithm based on Bayesian inference is used. It can segment unstructured demonstrations online. Then, we propose to model MPs with dynamical system approximated by the Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), which is flexible and powerful in movement representation. Finally, the whole framework is evaluated by an open-and-place task on a real robot. Experiments show the segmentation accuracy can reach to 95.6% and the task can be replayed in new contexts successfully.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of robotics makes the concept of service robots, humanoid robots and social robots more and more popular. People also increasingly need social robots to assist themselves in fulfilling some of the tasks in daily life. However, humans can not program all the behaviors of robots. Learning from demonstration (LfD) [1] , [2] , as an critical attribute of human society, provides an elegant way to overcome this challenge by teaching robots new skills instead of deliberate programming. With this idea, a lot of learning based algorithms are proposed to solve a variety of motor skills learning tasks. However, most of the researches focus on individual or low-level task learning, such as open the door [3] , pick-and-place [4] , water-serving [5] and play minigolf [6] . Tasks with longer execution periods and more complex hierarchical structures are under-explored. Usually, the complex tasks can be solved by dividing them into simpler sub-tasks, which is called movement primitives (MPs) or building blocks 1 . However, task decomposition or segmenta- The idea of "divide and conquer" [7] is very common in human society. On the other hand, building complex systems with simpler blocks is also an efficient way to overcome task complexity. In the context of imitation learning, researchers use the same mechanism to make robots learn complex skills by building primitives library [8] . This principle of learning performs better than monolithic learning approaches, not only because it allows learning more complex behaviours. More importantly, the learned primitive skills can be reused in a different context. To achieve this goal, segmentation techniques are required. However, the automatic segmentation of human behaviors into building blocks based on the time sequential signal comes along with several problems as mentioned above. The demonstration data are unstructured because they are incomplete or start at an arbitrary time step. Second, the demonstration data is heterogeneous since the same behavior can be performed with a large inter-subject and intra-subject variability. Given all of these limitations and challenges, the objectives of this paper are:
• O.1 Segment complex tasks into building blocks in an unsupervised manner with minimal prior requirements, such as the number of building blocks.
• O.2 Jointly extract task constraints from discovered blocks. To achieve the objective O.1, we follow the Bayesian perspective, where only a general prior distribution is declared and the posterior distribution is automatically optimized by input data. The segmentation borders are determined by maximizing the posterior estimation (MAP). This method can prevent over-segmentation, which is usually observed in segmentation methods based on strong prior knowledge, e.g. zero-velocity crossings. To achieve objective O.2, we model the discovered MPs as DS with explicit time dependency or fully autonomous DS. The encoded models are approximated by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), which show a lot of superior properties in motion representation and generalization. Finally, the two processes can be integrated together seamlessly to learn complex tasks in a top-down manner. The whole framework is evaluated by an open-and-place task, as shown in Fig.1 . It contains several primitive actions, such as reaching, grasping, pulling, pick-and-place.
The subsequent sections of this paper are organized as follows: the related work for behaviour segmentation, motion representation and existing imitation frameworks are discussed in Section II. In Section III, the proposed unified framework and its core components are explained. Afterwards, the performance of the framework and the segmentation methods is evaluated in Section IV by the open-and-place task. Finally, we give a brief summary and future outlooks.
II. RELATED WORK
Behavior segmentation aims at extracting primitive actions from holistic trajectories. Based on the prior knowledge requirements, segmentation algorithms can be divided into supervised, heuristic and adapted approaches. Supervised approaches segment trajectories based on labelled training data [9] . Heuristic approaches rely on heuristic rules and prespecified thresholds, such as zero-velocity crossings (ZVCs) [10] . Adapted approaches, which mainly refer to probabilistic based methods and nonparametric Bayesian methods, can capture the full evolution of trajectory signals and characterize them in a probabilistic way, making them very robust. A plentiful of researches within this group split complex skills into MPs [11] - [14] , in which MPs are encoded by nonlinear dynamical system (DS) with desired attractor landscape, such as Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMP) [15] or Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMPs) [16] . With this representation, the probability of partially observed trajectory p(τ ) can be computed conditionally on some hidden variables θ (e.g. duration or goal state). Eventually, the segmentation problem is converted to maximum likelihood estimation of ln p(τ |θ). General Expectation Maximization algorithm can be used to estimate model variables. Another work that also applies statistical techniques to behaviors segmentation is [17] , where a Real-time Overlapping Gaussian Expert Regression (ROGER) model is proposed to estimate the number of primitive actions and their policies. The CST algorithm [18] uses an online change-point detection method to segment example trajectories and then merges the resulting chains of skills into a skill tree. Researches based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and its variants [19] are also very popular. These methods usually contain two stages. First, heuristic approaches are used to find candidate segmentation points and then HMM is used to remove false positive borders [20] , [21] . In [22] , a hierarchical-HMM is proposed to model sequential data with HMM both in the higher level and lower level. HMM presents great success in time series analysis. However, it suffers two drawbacks. First, the number of hidden states or modes must be specified as a prior, which is unrealistic for unstructured data. Second, observations given mode-specific emission distributions are assumed to be conditionally independent. To overcome these limitations, the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process HMM (HDP-HMM) [23] is proposed. The HDP-HMM allows the number of latent modes to be inferred in a fully Bayesian manner. To model dependencies between observations and share modes across time series, the Beta Process Auto-regressive HMM (BP-AR-HMM) [24] is proposed. Combined with DMP, Niekum applied this algorithm to complex tasks learning with unstructured demonstrations and promising results are achieved [25] , [26] . Another Bayesian approach called velocity-based Multiple Change-point Inference (vMCI) [27] is developed recently, which shows comparable performance with BP-AR-HMM. Our segmentation algorithm is based on this work and we made some improvements by using data in Cartesian space as well as in joint space. As for the low-level movement encoding, there is a large body of literature on learning motor representations. Among of which, dynamical system approaches based on the GMM and GMR [28] - [31] as well as DMP [15] are most popular. We adopt the GMM for primitive tasks learning in view of the GMM is more suitable to model correlations between different variables.
To integrate the core components together, early work such as [32] - [34] proposed some frameworks. Unfortunately, all the architectures are too abstract to provide feasible implementation details. Recent work in [35] proposes a framework called simultaneous learning of hierarchy and primitives (SLHAP), in which the task hierarchy information and the segmentation boundaries are determined by demonstrator's narration. [36] treats sequential task segmentation problem as a multi-class classification problem. Various classifiers are evaluated on a light bulb unscrew task. Instead of classification, the GMM is used as a cluster approach to segment complex tasks, and each component of the GMM is regarded as a MP [37] . Our paper proposes a framework by combing the state-of-theart Bayesian approach for segmentation and the GMM for representation. The framework can automatically learn from unstructured demonstration in a top-down manner.
III. APPROACH FRAMEWORK
Our complex tasks learning framework consists of three stages, i.e. demonstration, learning and reproduction. In the demonstration stage, task information, such as joint configurations, velocity profiles, end-effector poses, is recorded. Different from low-level task learning, the whole task is demonstrated without interruptions, which contributes to holistic trajectories with multiple MPs are smoothly linked together. Once the data are collected, the learning module will automatically segment trajectories into primitive clips, then the clipped segments are processed into MPs. In this paper, we use a Bayesian inference algorithm, which is able to segment unstructured demonstrations online. The MPs are encoded with linear dynamical system approximated by the GMM. The details will be introduced in Section III-A and Section III-B. Finally, the encoded MPs are sequentially executed by the robot. The whole framework is shown in Fig.2 . 
A. Unsupervised task segmentation
The online segmentation problem can be formulated as: given a demonstration data sequence, τ = (x 1 , · · · , x t ) of length t, with x i ∈ R d being an observation at time step i, t is the current time step, how to inference the most probable segment at each time step t? Suppose that the current segment is sampled from a latent model m with parameters θ, the segmentation problem is equivalent to predict whether the current data point fits the model m. To solve this problem from Bayesian perspective, prior distributions of latent model's parameters and length of the segments should be declared. With model parameters prior, the posterior predictive distribution for a new observationx, given the data x 1:t and the prior of segment length η, is
The prior distribution P (θ|x 1:t , η) should be conjugate to model likelihood P (x|θ, η) so that the posterior predictive distribution shares the same distribution as prior distribution of the model parameter. In this paper, we encode MPs with the GMM, so the model likelihood is chosen to be multivariate Gaussian N (μ, Σ) with unknown means μ and covariance matrix Σ. The corresponding conjugate prior is known to be a Normal-Inverse-Wishart (NIW) which is a combination of a multivariate Normal distribution on μ and an Inverse Wishart distribution on Σ
where κ 0 is a multiplication constant for the covariance matrix, ν 0 represents the degrees of freedom of the model and Λ 0 is the inverse scale matrix. Alternatively, if we express the Gaussian with precision matrix (inverse of covariance matrix), the conjugate prior is a Normal-Wishart (NW). By using NIW prior, the posterior predictive distribution is still a NIW distribution, expressed as:
where t is the current time step and the parameters is updated by
where S is given by
T Let s t be the run length before a change-point happens, given observation data x 1:t sampled up to the current time step and the previous change-point state s t−1 , by following Bayes'rule. The posterior is given by
Previous step s posterior probability
Prior on segment length
The posterior probability is computed by normalizing the right side of (5) for each run length.
The change-point is inferred by state s t in which the maximum posterior probability in (5) is achieved. The model likelihood in (5) can be solved by (1) . Prior on segment length is represented as Geometric distribution with parameter λ, which means the probability of generating a new segment on each time step is equal to 1 λ , i.e. P (s t |s t−1 ) = 1 λ . Now the posterior probability of change-point s t for each run length within the range [1, · · · , t] can be estimated by (5) . Assuming the run length that gives the maximum posterior probability at time step t and t − 1 is j, 1 ≤ j ≤ t and i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, respectively. If j < i, that means a change-point has occurred because the run length should keep increasing if no changepoint appears.
B. Sub-task representation and reproduction
By using the approach introduced in III-A, the sequential data are divided into MPs. Each MP should be properly represented so that generalized trajectories can be retrieved with the learned model. We fulfill this purpose by using the GMM. The GMM has been widely studied and applied in Lfd because of its good generalization capability. The basic idea is modelling sample demonstrations with the GMM and then retrieving generalized trajectories with the GMR. The GMR models the relationship between the output ξ O t and input ξ I t with a conditional distribution expressed as
where,
The GMM based approaches can generalize to unseen state space very well when the reproduction context is close to the demonstration scenarios. But if this condition does not hold, the generalization performance may be bad. To solve this problem, we can include task related parameters into the GMM model, which is called task-parameterized GMM (TP-GMM). The task parameters are affine transformations attached to key local frames and expressed aŝ
Assuming we have p frames, the best Gaussian estimation meet the following expression
Instead of explicitly modelling temporal information in the GMM, it is more preferable to model the demonstrations with a dynamic system. Namelywe formulate the encoding of pointto-point motions as control law that is driven by autonomous DSξ = f (ξ) + ε (10) where the ξ is the state of the model, e.g. the pose of the end-effector andξ is the velocity information. The joint distribution of (ξ,ξ) can be estimated from demonstration data. Similar to (6) , the condition output isξ (11) does not depend on time, so the generated trajectories are robust to temporal disturbance. By defining the following equations
Conditional outputξ in (11) can be rewritten aṡ
which means the GMM can be interpreted as weighted combination of linear models. It is consistent with the linear dynamical system (LDS) assumption for MPs in most of the segmentation algorithms. Actually by optimizing the parameters of the joint distribution of (ξ,ξ) to make A k and b k meet some specific conditions [38] , the encoded model in (13) can ensure global convergence.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We evaluate our framework on a sequential open-and-place task. The task is composed of several MPs. First, the robot needs to move from the right side to the left side and locate the position of the drawer handle, which is considered as a reaching MP. Once the robot moves to the pre-grasp pose, the grasping MP is executed followed by the pulling MP in order to open the drawer. Finally, a pick-and-place MP is executed to put the cookies on the desk into the drawer. Both of the demonstration and task replay are implemented on a real robot. Fig.1 shows the experimental platform, a mobile manipulator produced by PAL Robotics Inc.. It has a seven DoF arm equipped with a five-finger under-actuated Hey5 hand. The current feedback controller is implemented in the arm so that we can demonstrate the task in pushing and dragging style.
The task was demonstrated by two human participants. Both Cartesian poses and joint configurations were recorded. Each pose data is a seven dimensional vector with the wrist position in three dimensional space and the orientation encoded as a quaternion. The joint trajectories were recorded as ten dimensional vectors including seven dimensions for arm joints and three dimensions for hand joints. It is worthy noting that not all of the arm joints are compliant. Actually the wrist is not capable of back-driven, so only seven dimensional data were used in learning. As a result, a total of 19 demonstrations are collected. All the experiments are conducted on all these demonstrations without deliberate selection, in case of biasing the results. Part of the collected data are shown in Fig.3 . Five sample trajectories and the joint trajectory of demo 4 are visualized. We can see the trajectories varies a lot in spatial space. Especially, when the end-effector is close to the handle of the drawer before the pulling MP, trajectories have a very big variance. In the temporal space, the longest trajectory has 1470 steps, while the shortest is 833 steps (0.05s per step). The mean and standard variance of trajectory steps are 1152 and 238.3. The distribution of time durations for each demonstration is shown in Fig.4 . Both of the huge temporal and spatial variance make the segmentation task very challenging.
A. Sequential task segmentation
To evaluate the segmentation performance, we first test the Bayesian inference algorithm with joint trajectories input. The ground-truth segments are manually labelled and a total of six MPs are identified in the task. They are reach, grasp, pull, release, pick-and-place and back respectively. Some of these MPs may be used repeatedly. In our experiment, the prior of segment length is set to 200. Initial mean and covariance value of the prior Gaussian are set to zero and identity matrix, respectively. We run the algorithm introduced in Section III-A and it returns segment boundaries for each demonstration trajectories. Four sample demonstrations are shown in Fig.7 . The performance is promising. Two of the samples discover all the MPs correctly. The other two samples find the key boundaries correctly, although they tend to over-segmentation at some points. The overall results are shown in Tab We also investigate the segmentation performance with joints and Cartesian poses input. Basically, all of the key segmentation borders can be discovered correctly except that more over-segmentation appear. One of the examples is shown in Fig.6 . The figure reveals over-segments mainly appear in the reach and back MPs. One of the possible reasons for this is the inconsecutive demonstrations. In reach and back MPs, the robot are guided to move from one side to another side. It is a long distance, so the demonstrator might stop in the middle. Besides, the grasp MP is right after the reach MP, and the robot needs to stop or slow down in order to locate the position of the handle correctly. These kinds of interruptions are easy to be captured by the inference algorithm and recognised as segments boundaries. Again, as mentioned above, all of these over-segments are reasonable and understandable if MPs are investigated in finer granularity.
B. Task reproduction with discovered MPs
We use the segmentation results achieved by joint trajectories input. Each of the segments is concatenated together to train an individual MP. Suppose that a Cartesian position controller is available. We train MPs with pose information, then the generated trajectories are feed into the controller. The model can also be used in joint space to learn generalized joint trajectories executed by a joint position controller. Each of the MPs is encoded with the GMM, as introduced in Section III-B. The approach to mixture MPs represented by GMMs is straightforward. We can simply concatenate the parameters of Gaussian models sequentially. Finally, the trajectory is generated by the GMR.
The simulation results are shown in Fig.8 . One drawback of the proposed framework is the segmentation algorithm cannot recognize repeated MPs. Thus it needs to learn every segments from scratch, which is time consuming and unnecessary. We will investigate this problem in the future work. Furthermore, the benefits of the proposed approach could be more readily demonstrated if multiple complex tasks are used so that a sharing of movement primitives across these could be evidenced. 
